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Requirements
n 7.28 ScanPRO license
n FTP port (standard Port 990, 989), these are configurable
n A mail server that can send the scans as an email
n For installation with the RED (Remote Embedded Deployer) Tool:

Please make sure that the following ports are open in the network:
n Depending on the MFP's device certificate (SSL) TCP port 80 or 443 for traffic to the MFP.
n TCP ports 8080 and 51443 for traffic to the MFP.
Prerequisites:
n Having an Ricoh MFP with SOP panel
n Having enough licenses for your MFP's
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Installation

Server Installation

Make sure to access the server on which the ScanPRO server should run. Run the ScanPRO setup wizard.
1. Follow these instructions to setup the ScanPRO software.

2. Press

to continue.

3. Select 'I accept the agreement', when you have read it and agree to it's conditions. Press
to continue.
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Server Installation

4. It is recommended to keep the default destination location. But if necessary edit it to the desired
location. Press

to continue.

5. Select ScanPRO standalone (with license server). Press

6. It is recommended to keep the default start menu folder. Press
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to continue.

to continue.

Installation

7. Press

Server Installation

to continue.

8. Wait until all the files are installed.

9. It's recommended to immediately configure ScanPRO, so leave the check box ticked. Press
to complete the setup wizard
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Configure Firewall

To ensure communication between ScanPRO and the ScanPRO Licence Manager inbound TCP Port
10035 must be open.
We can show you how to do this with Windows Firewall, if you use another firewall consult that vendor's
help desk.

Windows Firewall
1

The fastest way to get access to the Windows Firewall is by pressing the Windows key + R and
typing 'wf.msc' at the Run window.

2

Click 'Inbound Rules'.

3

Create an inbound rule, click 'New Rule'.
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Installation
4

A window opens:

5

Make an (inbound) port rule (select 'Port'), click 'Next'
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to continue.

Installation

Configure Firewall

6

It is a TCP port with port number 10035, click 'Next'

7

Allow the connection, click 'Next'
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to continue.

to continue.

Installation

Configure Firewall

8

Apply to all, click 'Next'

9

Name the rule: 'ScanPRO inbound TCP 10035' or something to that effect. The rule allows the
ScanPRO client(s) on the MFP(s) to communicate with the Inepro Business Server, click 'Finish'
to continue
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Installation

Client Installation

There are multiple options to install the Scan PRO Client, via the RED Tool or via SD Card:

Installing ScanPRO Client via Remote Embedded Deployer Tool
1

Open the Remote Embedded Deployer (RED) Tool.

2

Select the MFP(s) and the ScanPRO Client app.

3

Click 'Deploy'.

The ScanPRO Client will be installed on the device(s) you selected in the device list.

The devices that successfully have installed the ScanPRO Client will show a green check.
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Client Installation

The ScanPRO client is now installed on the selected MFPs marked 'successful' and have a green check.
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Installation

Client Installation

Installing ScanPRO Client via SD-Card

1: Press these buttons simultaneously to enter the menu.

2:Key in the code to enter the service menu (Note: this is not the SP menu).
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3: Select apps.

4: Insert SD card with ScanPRO software.
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Installation

5: Select Install.

6: Select Install from SD Card.

7: Click on Select all.
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Installation

8: Start Install.

9: Confirm Panel restart.
10: Wait until the panel has been rebooted
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Client Installation

Configuration

ScanPRO License Manager

1. Start up the ScanPRO License Manager, and browse to your license file.

2. Click 'Load License'

3. Click 'OK'

.

, ScanPRO client on MFP(s) in the shown list should now be able to use ScanPRO
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Cloud server connection

1. Go to the MFP (or other device where you run the ScanPRO Client).

2. Browse to the ScanPRO application on the launcher. Start it.

3. Enter the following address: MyScan.PRO, keep port number on 990.
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4. Your ScanPRO standalone installation succeeded
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Configuration

ScanPRO Server Configuration

Start ScanPRO Configuration
1. Open your browser to this URL:

Login with Windows credentials with Administrator rights.
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ScanPRO Server Configuration

Home
1. On this page an overview is shown of the documents processed by ScanPRO.

2. You will receive a license warning as in the screen below when your license is non-existent or expired.
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ScanPRO Server Configuration

Settings
In Settings you can configure most of the settings in ScanPRO. The two settings you must look at and
edit if necessary, 'License Server' to determine where the license server is running and 'Download Files
Host name' to determine where to files available for ScanPRO can be found.

Business Server Client Certificate
Use the Business Server to enable you to validate against your own certificate. You can use any of the
Windows stored certificates.
Business Server Ignore Certificate
Ignore the Business Server Certificate. A check mark means it will be ignored.
Client SSL/TLS Protocols (SslProtocols)
The SSL/TSL protocols that may be used, these can be edited in this field. We recommend to make it a
definition if you defer from the standard options.
When you edit the line, make sure to use the exact terms and delimit them with valid delimiters:
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A delimiter is a sequence of one or more characters for specifying the boundary between separate,
independent regions in plain text. An example of a delimiter is the comma character, which acts as a
field delimiter in a sequence of comma-separated values.
In ScanPRO a delimiter is single character. Multiple characters can be used as delimiters and they are
interchangeable (meaning you can use one or more different delimiters in one sting).
These are the valid delimiters in ScanPRO:
Delimiter

Character

Example

Space

''

ABCDEFG

Comma

','

A,B,C,D,E,F,G

Semi-Colon

';'

A;B;C;D;E;F;G

Plus

'+'

A+B+C+D+E+F+G

Download Files Host name *
Host name of the place where download files are available for ScanPRO.
Download Files Time To Live (Minutes)
How long (in Minutes) will the files that are available for download remain on the server before being
deleted?
License Server *
The IP address or host name of the license Server.
License Server Ignore Certificate
Ignore License Server Certificate. A check mark means it will be ignored.
Logging Time To Live (Minutes)
How long (in Minutes) will the logs remain on the server before being deleted?
Processed Files Time To Live (Minutes)
How long (in Minutes) will the emails, or document or any other temporary files needed for processing
remain on the server before being deleted?
Server SSL/TLS Protocols (SslProtocols)
The SSL/TSL protocols that may be used, these can be edited in this field. We recommend to make it a
definition if you defer from the standard options. Which of these protocols may be used by the
applications communicating with this server.
Temp Files Time To Live
Temporary files needed for conversions and other operations that do not fall under Processed Files.
Working Path
The path where the files that ScanPRO needs or processes are stored.
Developer Mode
Developer Mode is a mode used by our Support organisation to better help you.
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ScanPRO Server Configuration

Value Types
In ScanPRO different Value types are used. By default the value type is a list, an enabled/disabled value
or the alpha-numeric text field (
), that is used for all kind of values including numbers. Other value
types are the function and certificate.
Function
With function you are able to build a configuration value based on all kinds of data available in the
ScanPRO environment.
Certificate
The certificate value type refers directly to on off the available certificates on your machine.
Definitions
Some values ([License server] and [Working Path]) used in the image above are definitions (
are pre-defined values that can be used throughout the ScanPRO Configuration tool.

). These

In this case [License Server] is an IP address (10.0.3.117), and [Default Working Path] is a directory (C:
\Program Files\Inepro\ScanPRO\Temp).

Learn more about definitions in the next chapter.
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Definitions
Definitions (recognised by the 'definition' icon are pre-defined values that can be used throughout
the ScanPRO Configuration tool.

Definitions will help you to keep values that you need at multiple places in the tool consistent and easily
editable. You will be able to change all occurrences of a value in one go at one place.
So how does that work? Below you see the setting 'License Server' from Settings, it has the
Definition
[License Server]. As you can see in the image above the Definition [License Server] has the value
'localhost'. So all the settings with the value
[License Server] also have the value 'localhost'.

Add a Definition
1. Go to the empty line with the 'Add' button on the right. Enter a name in the left-most field.
2. Determine if the desired vale is a password value, if so tick the 'password' check box.
3. Add the desired value in the 'value' field. You must make sure it is an exact match with the value
needed.
4. Click 'Add' to add a definition.
If you use multiple values make sure to use a valid ScanPRO delimiter:
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A delimiter is a sequence of one or more characters for specifying the boundary between separate,
independent regions in plain text. An example of a delimiter is the comma character, which acts as a
field delimiter in a sequence of comma-separated values.
In ScanPRO a delimiter is single character. Multiple characters can be used as delimiters and they are
interchangeable (meaning you can use one or more different delimiters in one sting).
These are the valid delimiters in ScanPRO:
Delimiter

Character

Example

Space

''

ABCDEFG

Comma

','

A,B,C,D,E,F,G

Semi-Colon

';'

A;B;C;D;E;F;G

Plus

'+'

A+B+C+D+E+F+G

Apply a definition
There are different types of input fields, like an On / Off button, a list and others, but the only field you
can use a definition is a Text / Definition field:

1. Click 'Edit' on the line of the value that you want to edit.

2. Click the drop-down arrow next to the 'T' and select 'Definition'.
The field will have change to a definition selection box:
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ScanPRO Server Configuration

3. Select the desired Definition:

4. Click 'Save' to save the Definition (it's value will now be the value of this setting).
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ScanPRO Server Configuration

Services
Services is about the configuration of the services on this server that can accept the ScanPRO files.

FTP
The FTP service sets up the server to accept files (via the File Transfer Protocol). After this have been done
the server is an FTP server in addition to its other capacities.
1. Set up the FTP service.

In this example we have set SSL/TLS to off, this is only done for test purposes. We strongly
recommend not to do this with a public FTP server!
The ports are automatically adjusted to the default ports the first time you configure this server based on
the security setting.
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2. Click 'Add' to add the FTP service.

You should see the service in the list like this:
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ScanPRO Server Configuration

Testing the FTP service
If you set the FTP server to 'localhost' you can use the FTP capacity of Windows File Explorer to test the
ScanPRO setup. For a localhost FTP set up SSL/TSL may be set to off, in all other cases this is not
recommended.
1. Go to 'ftp://localhost/' in File Explorer. Keep this window open and open another File Explorer
instance.

2. In this instance browse to a PDF file and copy it to the FTP folder (the File Explorer with the
'ftp://localhost/' URL).
3. Once the PDF file is copied, it should be processed by ScanPRO, check Files to see if the files are
being processed.
Keep in mind ports might be blocked by your security systems like your firewall, you must allow
the traffic over these port or by these services to use these services.

SMTP
The SMTP service sets up the server to be able to sent mail
1. Select SMTP.
2. Select the security, and port address and click 'Add'.

Keep in mind ports might be blocked by your security systems like your firewall, you must allow
the traffic over these port or by these services to use these services.
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HTTP / HTTPS
The HTTP / HTTPS Service sets up the server to accept files send by POST message to a HTTP or HTTPS
page. Of course we recommend HTTPS, this does require a certificate.
1. Select HTTP as service type.
2. Select HTTPS (or HTTP) as security, and the port address (the default port for both HTTP and WebDAV
is 443, so if both are used make sure they have a different port address).

3. Click 'Add' to add the service.
Testing the HTTP service
Use a service like Postman to send a POST HTTP request to your server. In this example we have set the
port address to 1433 in stead of the default address 433.
Postman procedure
1. Start up Postman.
2. Create a new Collection
3. Create a new Request.
4. Set the Type to POST.
5. Set the address to 'https://localhost:1433' (or the URL applicable to your server).
6. Go to the 'Body' tab.
7. Set the radio button to 'form-data'.
8. Set the key to 'file'.
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9. Browse for the (PDF) file in the value field.
10. Click 'Send' to sent the file to the ScanPRO server.
Once the PDF file is sent, it should be processed by ScanPRO, check Files to see if the files are being
processed.
Other applications
Please refer to the support resources of the applications.

WebDAV
WebDAV (Web Distributed Authoring and Versioning) is a set of extensions to the Hypertext Transfer
Protocol (HTTP), which allows user agents to collaboratively author contents directly in an HTTP web
server by providing facilities for concurrency control and namespace operations, thus allowing Web to
be viewed as a writeable, collaborative medium and not just a read-only medium.
The WebDAV service, creates a WebDAV server where documents that must be scanned can be stored.
1. Select WebDAV as service type.
2. The security type is HTTP / HTTPS as with the HTTP / HTTPS service. HTTPS is recommended but
does require a certificate.
3. Set the port address, this is by default 443 (but make sure to use a different port as the HTTP service as
they use the same default).
4. Click 'Add' to add the service.
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Testing the WebDAV service
To test the WebDav server we need a cloud storage browser that is able to use WebDAV. In this manual
we will use Cyberduck a popular free cloud storage browser.
Cyberduck procedure
1. (Download and) start Cyberduck.
2. Select the connection type WebDav (with the applicable security (HTTP or HTTPS)).
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3. Enter the connection details, like in the image below (mind that you use the port address that you
have set for this service).

4. Drag and drop a PDF file into the Cyberduck window.
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5. Monitor the transfer of the file while moving on to the next step.

6. Go to ScanPRO -> Files to monitor the file being processed.

Other applications
Please refer to the support resources of the applications.
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Tasks
Specify tasks, which ScanPRO uses to process incoming files. Tasks are processed in the order as they are
displayed here. To process one task before another, change the order. In this section we will walk
through the basic steps to create a Task. We will create a very simple task that just outputs the incoming
PDF. At the chapter 'Creating Tasks' 45 we will treat the subject(s) on how to create specific other Tasks.

Create a new Task
1. Go to Tasks.
2. Select 'Generic Task'.

3. Delete the generated name and (re)name the Task:

A Task has three sections are parts, 'Filters', 'Conversion' and 'Output'.
This section is 'Filters', at filters we filter out files or sources that we do not want this Task to handle. If we
do not use any filter, any file will be processed by this Task.
Filter By IP Address (Black List)
Accept requests of every IP address accept for the IP address(es) in this value.
Filter By IP Address (White List)
Accept no IP addresses accept for the IP address(es) in this value.
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Filter By Document Size
Accept all documents with a size of this value or lower.
Only FTP Requests
Accept the document if it is a FTP request.
Only HTTP Requests
Accept the document if it is a HTTP/HTTPS request.
Only SMTP Requests
Accept the document if it is a SMTP request.
Only WebDAV requests
Accept the document if it is a WebDAV request.
Note: At maximum check one of these 'Only' filters, if you check two or more, no files will come
though!
Custom Filter
Create a custom filter. A custom filter is a line of Powershell code that return a boolean value, if this value
is 'TRUE' the request will not granted (ex. the file will not be processed). Example: 'Get-ScanPRORemote-IP-Address -eq “127.0.0.1”' will filter out any requests coming from local host (IP address
127.0.0.1). For more on constructing Custom Filter see 'Advanced Configuration 52 '.

1. Set no filters at 'Filters.

At Conversion
Remove Empty pages
Remove the empty pages from the document.
Merge Documents
Merge multiple documents into one.
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Split Documents
Split documents into separate sets of pages.
Rotate Pages
Rotate pages of the document.
Detect Text (OCR)
Detect Text in the document.
Limit Resolution
Reduce the resolution to the resolution in this setting.
Gray-scale Pages
Convert the pages to gray-scale with the number of grey tints in this setting.
2. Set no conversions at 'Conversion'

At Output

File Format
Choose a File Format to output. Mind that if you want to do OCR (recognise text), you will have to select a
Searchable Word Document or Searchable PDF document here. All the other documents are (like)
images and cannot be searched on text values.
Image Quality
Enter the percentage of the current quality. 100% is full quality, 1% is 1/100 of the current quality.
PDF Output Settings
n Do you need to comply to the PDF/A format? If you do not know the answer, we recommend to set this
setting to 'No'.
n Embed Fonts? Use this if you are using non-standard fonts in your document.
n Sign PDF certificate? Set this to 'yes' only if you want the recipient of this document to feel secure by
knowing it was made by the certificate owner (a certificate is needed). Otherwise, answer 'no'.
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File name Format
The way a file name is formatted.
The default value:
Scan-{Now}-{unique}{-{filenum:>p0}}{-{pagenum:>1p0}}
will yield (the accolades will not show, they are there to show you, which part is what):
Scan-{2022-04-05-17-08}{-{17-579}}{-{4}}{-{01}}
Scan-{2022-04-05-17-19}{-{04-598}}{-{5}}
The example has two files (file number 4 and 5), the last file has one page and has, (because of the >1
condition), no page numbers.
Draw Text on Page
Draw a text on the page.
Zip Files
Zip the files.
Save or Upload Files
Save or Upload the Files to a storage destination.
Send files via Email (as attachments)
Send files as attachment by email
Send Files via Email (with download link)
Send files with a download link by email
Send Files via Email (as attachments or with download link)
Send files with a download link or attachment by email depending on the file size.
1. Choose a File Format to output. Mind that if you want to do OCR (recognise text), you will have to
select a Searchable Word Document or Searchable PDF document here. All the other documents are
(like) images and cannot be searched on text values.
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2. Set the PDF Output settings to
n PDF/A: 'No'
n Embed Fonts: 'Yes'
n Sign PDF Certificate: '<none>'
3. Enable 'File name Format', leave the value to the default.

4. Select 'Save or Upload Files' and set a Directory, UNC path, FTP or HTTP URI, with the optional User
name and password.
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5. Leave the rest of the settings off.
6. Set the 'Enabled' switch to On to enable this task once it has been created.

7. Click 'Create Task' to create the task.
This task should now Output any incoming files as the desired file format (indicated at step 3) to the
output location (set at step 4).
As soon as you fee comfortable with using any of the other settings feel free to add them to this task or
create a new task. At the chapter 'Creating Tasks' 45 we will show you how to create more specific Tasks.

8. Test this task by supplying a file to one of the services (See Services
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Files
Files is meant for diagnostic purposes. If you have a problem, you can see here if the files come in, are
being processed and if they are able to finish to be processed.

Files that are being processed right now:

Files that have been processed:
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Logging
Logging is also meant for diagnostic purposes. Here you can scan the events to see if and where a
problem occurred
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Creating Tasks
Specify tasks, which ScanPRO uses to process incoming files. Tasks are processed in the order as they are
displayed here. To process one task before another, change the order. In this section we will walk
through the steps to create a specific Task. We will try to treat the cases that you will encounter the most.

Basic Task
These task are a variant of the basic task made in the chapter 'Tasks' that will email the output file to a
recipient.
So with every of these task start with these basic steps:
1. Go to Tasks.
2. Select 'Generic Task'.

3. Delete the generated name and (re)name the Task:

A Task has three sections are parts, 'Filters', 'Conversion' and 'Output'.
Do this for every task description below.

For Gmail
At 'Filters' we filter out files or sources that we do not want this Task to handle. If we do not use any filter,
any file will be processed by this Task.
1. For this task we don't need filters, but you may apply them as you see fit.
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2. At Conversion we will set 'Detect Text' to enabled and 'Detect Text->Languages' to 'English'.
The most settings for this task will be set at 'Output'.
3. Set 'File Format' to 'Searchable PDF' to be able to search trough the PDF.
To send the files via email we will use the 'Send Files via Email (with download link)' option, in that case
no matter the size very file will have a link from which it can be downloaded, keeping the mail size at a
minimum.
4. Set 'Email Server Hostname' to 'smtp.gmail.com'.
5. Set 'Email Address(es) Receiver(s)' to the email address(es) that should receive the files.
6. Set 'Email Address Sender' to the email address of the sender of the email, this should be a valid
Gmail account.
7. Set 'Logon Username' to a valid Google account name, preferably the senders account.
8. Set the password belonging to that account.
9. Set the 'Subject' to an appropriate text.
10. Set the 'Email Body (Html)' and/or 'Email Body (Text)' to a message to the user, using the {LINK}
keyword to provide the download link to produced file.
11. Finally set the Task to 'Enabled' to make sure it is Active.
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12. Click 'Create Task'.

Note! Gmail will allow connections like this one only trough May 2022, after that they are no
longer possible (Google will actively block even though the credentials are correct). A newer
version of ScanPRO may or may not solve this problem, please consult Inepro Support.

For Office 365
A filters we filter out files or sources that we do not want this Task to handle. If we do not use any filter,
any file will be processed by this Task.
1. For this task we don't need filters, but you may apply them as you see fit.
2. At Conversion we will set 'Detect Text' to enabled and 'Detect Text->Languages' to 'English'.
3. The most settings for this task will be set at 'Output'.
4. Set 'File Format' to 'Searchable PDF' to be able to search trough the PDF.
5. To send the files via email we will use the 'Send Files via Email (with download link)' option, in that
case no matter the size very file will have a link from which it can be downloaded, keeping the mail
size at a minimum.
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6. Set 'Email Server Hostname' to 'smtp.office365.com'.
7. Set 'Email Address(es) Receiver(s)' to the email address(es) that should receive the files.
8. Set 'Email Address Sender' to the email address of the sender of the email, this should be a valid
Office 365 account.
9. Set 'Logon Username' to a valid Office 365 account name, preferably the senders account.
10. Set the password belonging to that account.
11. Set the 'Subject' to an appropriate text.
12. Set the 'Email Body (Html)' and/or 'Email Body (Text)' to a message to the user, using the {LINK}
keyword to provide the download link to produced file.
13. Finally set the Task to 'Enabled' to make sure it is Active.
14. Click 'Create Task'.

For Outlook
A filters we filter out files or sources that we do not want this Task to handle. If we do not use any filter,
any file will be processed by this Task.
1. For this task we don't need filters, but you may apply them as you see fit.
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2. At Conversion we will set 'Detect Text' to enabled and 'Detect Text->Languages' to 'English'.
3. The most settings for this task will be set at 'Output'.
4. Set 'File Format' to 'Searchable PDF' to be able to search trough the PDF.
5. To send the files via email we will use the 'Send Files via Email (with download link)' option, in that
case no matter the size very file will have a link from which it can be downloaded, keeping the mail
size at a minimum.
6. Set 'Email Server Hostname' to 'smtp-mail.outlook.com'.
7. Set 'Email Address(es) Receiver(s)' to the email address(es) that should receive the files.
8. Set 'Email Address Sender' to the email address of the sender of the email, this should be a valid
Outlook account.
9. Set 'Logon Username' to a valid Outlook account name, preferably the senders account.
10. Set the password belonging to that account.
11. Set the 'Subject' to an appropriate text.
12. Set the 'Email Body (Html)' and/or 'Email Body (Text)' to a message to the user, using the {LINK}
keyword to provide the download link to produced file.
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13. Finally set the Task to 'Enabled' to make sure it is Active.
14. Click 'Create Task'.

Basic Home Folder Tasks
These task are a variant of the basic task made in the chapter 'Tasks' that will email the output file to a
recipient.
Let's start the basic steps:
1. Go to Tasks.
2. Select 'Generic Task'.
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3. Delete the generated name and (re)name the Task:

A Task has three sections are parts, 'Filters', 'Conversion' and 'Output'.
8. Set the other settings as you wish. Make sure to set the file format.
9. Go to Save or Upload Files
Enter a valid location to store and present all the processed files.
10. Set the 'Enabled' switch to On to enable this task once it has been created.

11. Click 'Create Task' to create the task.
12. This task should now Output any incoming files as the desired file format (indicated at step 8) to the
output location (set at step 9).
13. Test this task by supplying a file to one of the services (See Services
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Advanced Configuration
ScanPRO is capable of an almost unlimited number of functions through the use of PowerShell Scripts.
Windows PowerShell is an object-oriented automation engine and a script language with an
interactive command-line shell that Microsoft developed to among other thing automate tasks . With
PowerShell you can perform a wide range of activities. Please make sure to be a capable Windows
PowerShell user before attempting to make an Advanced Configuration at your ScanPRO server.
Advanced Configurations are not eligible for support, if you are using these functions, you need to solve
any issues coming from these scripts and settings yourself.

Removing Empty Pages
Removing empty pages is a staple function of a scanning application. So how do we determine if a page
is blank? We use standard deviation for images, a page is converted in to a grey-scale representation of
that page. Every pixel get a number that determines how black (or how white) it is, the lower the
number, the more white that pixel is.

Standard Deviation
If the standard deviation is '2' or less, the page is considered to be all white or 'empty'. We do not
recommend altering the standard deviation value of 2, unless multiple documents are falsely
considered not empty, and even then it is recommended to see what is causing it and if this only
happens at one machine or environment.
That said, you can alter the setting to higher value to increase the number of empty pages detected (the
number of false positives might rise also), or lower it to even more decrease the number of empty pages
detected (the number of false negatives might increase also).

Percent of the border to ignore
In some cases there are punch marks on the left of your page or a header and footer is present at each
page or some other 'pollution' causes the page not to be detected as 'empty'. When the pollution is on
the edges, so punch marks or text or lines on the edges you can use the Percent of the border to ignore
value to ignore a border around the page of a certain percentage.
The formula calculating this border percentage is this:
Width of the page (in mm) divided by 100 times the border percent value. So for example 4% of an A4
(portrait) page. An A4 page in portrait orientation has a width of 210mm. 210 / 100 * 4 = 8,4mm. In this
case a border of 8,4mm wide around the page is ignored for the empty page calculation.
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When do I choose what?
Refer to this table:
When to alter Percent of the border to ignore?

When to modify the Standard Deviation value?

Header and Footer

Lined page that should
count as 'empty'

Punch marks on the left
border.

Make sure the border ignore percentage is high
enough.

If pages are often falsely detected as non-white,
increase the standard deviation value until the
pages are detected, make sure to test also for
possible false positives (pages that are not empty,
but are no detected as if they are) and determine
the correct value accordingly.

Building a custom filter (under construction)
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Not entirely white page
that should count as
'empty'

Advanced Configuration
Building functions (under construction)
Dit moet in een *.psm1 or *.ps1 bestand gebeuren. Kijk hier naar de documentatie van powershell of in
de bestaande files onder <ScanPRO-Install-Path>/Automation/*.psm1

Pre-defined ScanPRO PowerShell Functions
Besides the standard PowerShell functions some ready-made PowerShell script are available for you:

As defined in the file ~InstallPath/Automation/Generic.psm1:

[Boolean] Get-ScanPRO-Boolean-Result [any] // interprets any given object as boolean
[Boolean] Get-ScanPRO-String-Boolean-Result [string] // check if given string is “true”, “y”, “yes”, “on”, or “1”
[any] Get-ScanPRO-Custom-Command [string] // execute given string as powershell command and returns result of that command
[string] Get-Current-DateTime [string<optional>] // get the current date and time optionally providing a format string
[string] Get-Current-DateTime-Utc [string<optional>] // get the current date and time as UTC optionally providing a format
[decimal] Get-Parse-Byte-Number [string] // parses the given short named byte count into decimal bytes, e.g. 1kb -> 1024, s

[long] Get-ScanPRO-Input-Size // get input size in bytes of the whole request
[string] Get-ScanPRO-Remote-IP-Address // get ip address of client providing data to ScanPRO
[string] Get-ScanPRO-Remote-Port // get port of client providing data to ScanPRO
[string] Get-ScanPRO-Remote-IP-Address-Port // combination of both above
[string] Get-ScanPRO-Input-Path // get the request ftp or http path provided to ScanPRO
[long] Get-ScanPRO-Output-Size // get the total size of the processed files to send / upload / etc. to the target defined i

Using the Page Designer (under construction)
The Page Designer will open with its standard Page Template (A4), if you have a different page format,
please select your paper format.
To start you have to click on the work area. The default item (text will be placed at the cursor's location.
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Scan to email

User has a document and wants to send it to an email address.

To change the address or to select email if the setting is set to something other than your email address,
click the '>' or anywhere else on the 'Send to' bar.
For more information on the 'Advanced Scan Options' got to 'Advanced Scan Settings' 55 .
1. Press the 'Scan' icon to start the scan.

2. Select 'Email' for the email address and 'Address book' to send it to a person with a known address in
the MFP.
3. Press the 'Scan' icon to start the scan.
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In 'Advanced Scan Settings', options like duplex/simplex, removing empty pages and scan quality can
be set. From this screen you can either start your scan directly or go back to review the other settings
before starting your scan.

Duplex / Simplex
With the Duplex / Simplex option you select if the pages are scanned on one side (simplex) or on both
sides (duplex) Not Duplex (red) means the document is scanned on the front side only (simplex).
Empty Pages
By default empty pages are not removed. If the document has empty pages, that must be removed from
the scan job, slide the slider to the right (it will become green) and all empty pages will be removed
from the scan job.
Scan Quality
The quality of a scan is measured in DPI (Dots per Inch), the density of the scanned information.
Normally 200 DPI will give you a good quality scan with a reasonable size in bytes so the scans do not
cause to much strain on the network or email system.
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Divide pages
When you are scanning a large number of forms or exam papers or another type of document that has a
fixed size you would like to have these documents separate from each other. To separate the scans from
each other the scans may be divided in a number of pages to sent. If you enable this setting (slide it to
the right, it will turn green) and set it to '3', a scan job of 16 pages will be divided in pages of three: 3 - 3 - 3
- 3 - 3 - 1, resulting in 6 documents that will each have one part of the scan job. But you would normally
choose a divider that neatly dived the job as it only has it's use with scan jobs of multiple fixed-sized
documents like forms or exam papers.

Original Size
'Original size' is used to manual select the paper size of the scan original, an option used when the MFP
is not able to detect the scan size automatically. The selected ANSI size (Letter, Officio or Legal) area is
then scanned (and everything outside that area will be cut off). With ISO format, 'A4' is always chosen as
there are only two supported sizes (A4 and A3) and machines that support the 'A3' format will also detect
the scan size automatically.
This setting is not visible when the MFP is able to detect the scan size automatically, or when the
paper size is non-ANSI!
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Troubleshooting
Sometimes things do not work out as expected, if so please read through this section before contacting
your service organisation or dealer. Changes are you are able to solve the issue yourself.
The section is set up in a Symptom - Prognosis - Resolution format, that is first the symptom is given,
then the possible causes and then the resolution for those causes.

Symptom(s): The issue seems unsolvable on location
Prognosis: The issue is unsolvable on location
Scope: Every device on location
Resolution:
A - Contact your service organisation or dealer
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Appendix A: Security
ScanPRO has 3 available security levels, none, SSL or TLS. We recommend using the highest security
level; TLS.
None
No encryption
n This level is normally no longer used outside a corporate network.
n Requirements: Server must allow unencrypted traffic
n When to use: When it is impossible to use TLS. (You might want to use this if your SMTP server is
located within the same network as ScanPRO, this would save you the handshake time of the secure
protocols but this is a security risk because the traffic is not encrypted.)
SSL (Secure Sockets Layer)
SSL 3.0 encryption
n Both SSL 2.0 and 3.0 have been deprecated by the IETF (Internet Engineering Task Force) in 2011 and
2015, respectively. They are no longer regarded as 'secure'.
n Requirements: Server must be able to 'talk' SSL.
n When to use: When it is impossible to use TLS.
TLS (Transport Layer Security)
Transport Layer Security is the successor of Secure Sockets Layer. Even though TLS is sometimes still
called SSL. Client-server applications use the TLS protocol to communicate across a network in a way
designed to prevent eavesdropping and tampering.
TLS 1.2 encryption
n TLS 1.2 is the currently most recommended encryption level
n Requirements: Server must be able to 'talk' TLS.
n When to use: whenever it is possible to use.
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Office 365 Compliance
By October 31, 2018, all client-server and browser-server combinations should use TLS version 1.2 (or a
later version) to ensure connection without issues to Office 365 services. This may require updates to
certain client-server and browser-server combinations.
If you do not update to TLS version 1.2 (or later) by October 31, 2018, you may experience issues when
connecting to Office 365. If you experience an issue related to the use of an old TLS version after October
31, 2018, you will be required to update to TLS 1.2 as part of the resolution.
The following are some clients that we know are unable to use TLS 1.2. Please update your clients to
ensure uninterrupted access to the service.

n Android 4.3 and earlier versions
n Firefox version 5.0 and earlier versions
n Internet Explorer 8-10 on Windows 7 and earlier versions
n Internet Explorer 10 on Win Phone 8.0
n Safari 6.0.4/OS X10.8.4 and earlier versions
Source: https://support.microsoft.com/en-us/help/4057306/preparing-for-tls-1-2-in-office-365
Therefore we recommend using TLS 1.2 when using an Office 365 email systems
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Notes
This area is meant for the reader's notes:
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